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Small and Powerful –
The Effects of Ethanol from Consumable Alcohol on the Body
Overall Goals:
This series of modules was developed to help
middle school students make healthier choices with
respect to drug consumption, however the ideas
explored should also empower student to make
healthier decisions regarding their food and
beverage intake.
During this lesson students will explore how
ethanol interacts with the body. Ethanol is the
molecule in alcoholic beverages that is responsible
for its psychoactive effects (ex. buzz/high) and its
addictive potential,
This lesson will inform
students about what products contain ethanol, the
description of the molecule, and some general ways
ethanol interacts with the body in the short- and
long-term. Developing an understanding of a
molecule like ethanol, a molecule commonly
consumed by the adult public, should make it easier
to recognize how and why molecules like nicotine
(in tobacco products), THC (in marijuana), heroin
and other opioids, can have affects on the body. By
providing this background, we hope middle school
students will make healthier choices regarding their
food, drink, and drug consumption in general, and
in particular, delay or abstain from alcohol
consumption
(This is written as part of a series of modules
involving chemicals such as sucrose/table sugar,
caffeine, and nicotine. As written it should be able
to stand alone from the other modules, however the
first module on sucrose/table sugar may give some
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Focus of Classroom Lessons and Activities:
This module will explore the interaction of the
ethanol molecule (found in consumable alcohol)
with a variety of receptors and some of the effects
associated with ethanol. This module will also
continue to build a basic understanding of how
chemicals that are not normally required for body
function can interact with the body and elicit
response (ex. artificial sweeteners, nicotine in
tobacco products, ethanol in consumable alcohol,
THC and CBD from marijuana, etc.). Essentially,
molecules like ethanol have to “hijack” receptors
that bind with chemicals that are naturally found in
the body, and this process starts a cascade of events
that results in effects associated with a chemical
like ethanol.

Key Learning Objectives:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The products in which ethanol is found.
Understanding the ethanol molecule.
How ethanol interacts with the body.
Some long- and short-term effects of using
products that contain ethanol.

helpful background. The other modules are found
at digital.kenyon.edu/celchem401)
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Background Information:
Ethanol General Information:
Ethanol is a small molecule with the molecular
formula C2H6O. (Figure 1.) Ethanol is found in
consumable alcohol, including beer, wine, and
spirits, and is the major ingredient that causes the
psychoactive effects and addictive potential
associated with alcohol.
Figure 1. Representation of
ethanol
molecule,
C2H6O.
Abbreviations: C = carbon atom,
H = hydrogen atom, O = oxygen
atom. Bonds are represented by
lines.

chemical-receptor binding which is the
foundation for how many chemicals interact
with the body. In this case, the students will
examine how the small size of this molecule
enables it to bind to a number of different
receptors, and thus cause a variety of different
effects for the person. This information extends
the student’s understanding of chemicalreceptor binding and should help provide a
deeper understanding of how chemicals like
THC (in marijuana), heroin, etc., can affect the
body.

Chemical-Receptor Binding:
The following review materials for sleep and
caffeine may be helpful (but not required). Meyer
& Quenzer is a textbook, but most are freely
available on the web if doing an internet search.
(Some are written as general interest articles and
others as technical papers.) 1–10

This concept was introduced in the sucrose (table
sugar) module, which can be found at Digital
Kenyon (digital.kenyon.edu/celchem401sucrose).
The first paragraphs are similar to those in other
modules of the series, but the final paragraph(s) are
specific to the molecule of focus.

Ethanol is the natural product of fermentation,
which is the process by which alcoholic beverages
are made. This fermentation process involves yeast
chemically breaking apart sugars like sucrose,
fructose, and glucose, to produce molecules of ATP
and ethanol under anaerobic conditions. From the
perspective of the yeast, the production of ATP is
very important since it is a molecule which “stores
energy” for later use. Ethanol, a byproduct of this
reaction, is also thought to be useful to yeast as a
defense mechanism because it can be toxic to other
microorganisms that may live in the yeast’s
environment.11 That said, many people find that
ethanol can produce an effect on the brain that is
desired (lowered inhibition during socialization,
etc.) and thus humans have harnessed this process
to make products like beer and wine.

Receptors are typically proteins (molecules
composed of thousands of atoms that are arranged
as a series of amino acids) that are embedded in a
cell membrane or located within the cell, and their
activation often triggers a chain of events that
results in an effect on the body. (Figure 2.)

In examining ethanol’s affects on the body,
students will continue to explore the nature of
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In many cases, receptors are integrated into the cell
membrane and this allows them to interact with
molecules circulating in the body (i.e. outside the
cell). The receptor is activated by interacting or
“binding” with a specific chemical(s). To bind with
the receptor, the chemical must have a shape or
charge distribution that is complementary to that in
the receptor’s binding pocket (location where the
interaction takes place). This interaction typically
causes a change in the receptor shape and this
essentially transfers the contact information to the
inside of the cell. This transfer of information can
enhance or inhibit normal cellular processes, and
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Figure 2. A common mode of chemical-receptor
binding. (Red arrow) A chemical from the
extracellular side of the cell membrane interacts
with the receptor embedded in the cell membrane.
(Blue arrow) The chemical binding may triggers a
chain of events that alerts the internal cell
components to the presence of the chemical in the
body. (Green arrow) This may also cause signals
to be sent to other cells throughout the body.

this is the start of the cascade of events that allows
a chemical (like a drug or food) to have an affect on
the body.
Example: The chemical-receptor binding is much
like getting a stone in a shoe. The stone is the
chemical that binds with the larger receptor, the
person. Once the stone is in the shoe, (the binding
pocket) the person often changes their gait or
contorts to remove the stone. This is akin to the
receptor’s change of shape which signals binding to
the rest of the cell.
As mentioned in previous modules, it is important
to remember that when any molecule and receptor
binds or interacts, it is only for a limited amount of
time, and then the molecule is released. This allows
for another molecule to bind and release
subsequently. Additionally, each binding event
may trigger a series of actions in the cell that can
result in an affect on the body. The effects
produced, however, depend on what chemical and
receptor interact.
Since ethanol is such a small molecule, it can often
interact with a receptor in a manner that is different
from its endogenous (naturally occurring) chemical
Chem 401 Productions

and for that reason it can bind to a number of
different receptors. These distinct binding sites
arise in part because of ethanol’s small size and not
because it shares structural similarity to an
endogenous molecule. While this is in contrast to
what was seen with the structural similarity in the
caffeine/adenosine module and inferred in the
sucrose (table sugar) module, it does illustrate how
once a molecule is released into the body, it has the
opportunity to try to “hijack” any receptor it passes
by. In total, the effects of alcohol arise from a
variety of the receptors in the body (ex. GABA,
NMDA, etc.) being co-opted by ethanol.

Introduction to the Reward Circuit and Link to
Addiction:
Before introducing some of the receptors to which
ethanol binds, it is useful to have an understanding
of the brain’s “reward circuit,” because some of
the ethanol-receptor interactions influence these
connections in the brain.
The reward circuit or pathway (also known as the
mesolimbic dopamine system) is a collection of
neurons in the brain that interact with one another
to control an individual’s response to natural
rewards such as food, sex, and social interactions,
all of which were basic needs for early human
survival. The positive response in the brain after the
reward circuit is activated helps motivate a person
to repeat actions that would bring the precipitating
reward, to anticipate reward, etc. This circuit also
helps connect memories and emotions to the
rewarding behavior, so that the action is more likely
to be repeated and becomes more psychologically
ingrained. 1,12–16
The chemical dopamine is one of the activators of
the reward pathway, and this is why dopamine is
often connected to many drugs and behaviors
(positive or negative) that can become consuming,
ex. gambling, donating time/money to charity, etc.
Many of these behaviors, at least initially can be
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found to be pleasurable, and that is why dopamine
is often seen as a chemical that promotes pleasure.
However, research 1, 16 indicates that the chemical
is more closely linked to the expectation of an
event, or to motivating or reinforcing a repetition of
the behavior that leads to a given outcome. This
echoes the idea that many people with addiction are
often not receiving significant (or any) pleasure
from their behaviors, yet the actions are still
repeated.
It should also be noted that, like many of the
complex processes in the brain and body, dopamine
is not the only chemical that can activate this
circuit. Research has shown that when the
dopamine neurons are unable to release dopamine
in a part of the brain called the nucleus accumbens
(i.e. those neurons are lesioned), selfadministration of drugs like cocaine and
amphetamine is abolished
In contrast, selfadministration of alcohol and heroin continues, thus
these drugs do not rely on dopamine, or dopamine
alone, to help establish the dependent behaviors.
17,18
Therefore, while dopamine release plays a role
in the formation of drug dependence, brain function
is based on a complex web of chemicals and
pathways and it would not be expected that one
chemical would be completely responsible for
initiating and propagating the addictive process.

Ethanol – Select Interactions in the Body: GABA
and NMDA Receptors
Due to the small size of the molecule, ethanol is
able to enter cells of the body by passing though the
cell membrane with minimal hindrance. It moves
through the body by passive diffusion, whereby a
molecule can move from an area of higher
concentration to lower concentration with no
energy is expended in the process. (Concentration
generally indicates the amount of a chemical in a
given volume.) Thus, after the first drinks are
consumed, ethanol will flow through the body and
into the cells throughout because the ethanol
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concentration is low (or zero) initially. Once in the
body, the ethanol molecule can bind with many
different receptor types 19,20– in part because of its
small size. (One of the potential problems caused
by ethanol is the promotion of epigenetic changes,
changes in how DNA is stored and accessed for
gene expression – which can be passed to unborn
children. 21,22 Although ethanol can have negative
consequences throughout the body, this module
will mainly focus on the ethanol’s actions in cells
of the brain, because the psychoactive and addictive
effects are those most frequently seen by younger
people.
One of the most influential receptor types that bind
ethanol is called the GABA (gamma-aminobutyric
acid) receptor, and research has shown that this
interaction in the brain can result in tolerance,
physical dependence , etc. 5,19,23 In one of the
GABA receptor’s normal roles in the brain, it helps
reduce the activation of the “reward circuit” by
minimizing the amount of dopamine released in a
downstream process. This normal situation is
disrupted upon consumption of alcohol, however.
15,19
Studies indicate that when the ethanol
molecule binds to certain GABA receptors there is
an inhibition of some of the traditional actions,
which means that dopamine release is no longer
minimized. Research indicates an increased input
of dopamine into the reward circuit contributes to
the development of addiction to alcohol. Thus, the
reinforcing effects of alcohol that can lead to
dependence and addiction can be partially
attributed to ethanol short-circuiting the GABA
receptor’s normal function, which causes the
increased release of dopamine and the abnormal
activation of the reward circuit.
The NMDA receptor is a key player in synaptic
plasticity (the strengthening and weakening of
connections between neurons) and this is related to
memory formation. 19,24,25 Thus, even one time of
heavy drinking can result in a failure to store
memories properly which results in memory “loss”
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during the involved time period. These memory
problems are typically attributed to ethanol’s
interaction with the NMDA receptor and the
downstream interruption of normal neuron activity
called long-term potentiation (LTP). Chronic
(long-term) alcohol use often leads to more
significant memory problems, and this may
partially result from ethanol promoting changes in
the density or location of NMDA receptors in the
brain. 26 (After sufficient abstinence, this is usually
reversed.) Additionally, long-term ethanol use
prompts an increase in the sensitivity of NMDA
receptors, and this is hypothesized to be partially
responsible for delirium tremens (DTs), mental
confusion, and physical effects like shaking and
irregular heart rhythms that can accompany a
person’s sudden withdrawal from ethanol. 19,27
Ethanol can also interact with a variety of other
receptors, including the mu-opioid receptor (heroin
and fentanyl’s main target), certain serotonin
receptors, and interfere with the corticotropin
system which moderates stress. 20 Ethanol has a
very broad chemical reach in the body and these
varied outcomes makes it a very attractive drug to
many - and difficult drug from which to withdraw.

Ethanol – Select Short- and Long-Term Effects:
Other short-term effects that result from the
ingestion of ethanol include:
• Reduced control of decision-making and
emotions. Ingestion of even small amounts of
ethanol reduces the ability to consider the
effects of actions and control emotions. Thus,
a person can make poor decisions, e.g. driving
because one “doesn’t feel too drunk”, or may
quickly vacillate between emotions and ideas,
e.g. from saying “I love you” to fighting.

Other long-term effects that result from the
ingestion of ethanol include:
• Addiction. Likely through disruption of the
reward circuit in the brain. (discussed above)
• Cancer.
• Epigenetic effects. Epigenetics refers to
changes resulting from modifications in the
“packing” of the DNA; these changes can be
passed to unborn children due to prenatal
exposure or through the DNA in the sperm or
egg. (Figure 3) Thus the chronic user and the
children of the user may suffer repercussions
of ethanol abuse. These effects are not the
result of changes in the sequence of the DNA
(ex. the sequence of A, T, G, C bases), but
result from changes in how DNA packs
around histones, and this can result from
unnatural patterns of DNA acetylation, etc.
These unnatural patterns are provoked by
ethanol exposure. 21,22,28,29
DNA contains the blueprints for how to build
and maintain the body, but not all of the DNA
is actively used at a given time. The parts that
are being used are exposed to the environment
of the cell so they can be transcribed, whereas
the parts of the DNA that are not being used
are less exposed and can’t be transcribed.
Ethanol interacts with molecules that affect
how the DNA is packed, and thus has the
ability to expose sections of DNA that should
not be available for use in transcription.
• Some research 22,29 indicates that people with
developed addictions may pass a predisposition for addictive behavior to their
unborn children. This pre-disposition may
result from epigenetic effects which come
from modifications in how the DNA is packed.

• Dehydration. Alcohol is a diuretic.
• Memory. (discussed previously)

Alcohol By Volume (ABV) and Proof:
Beverages that contain ethanol indicate the amount
contained through the quantity “alcohol by volume”
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(ABV) which reports the percentage of the drink
that contains ethanol. For example, ABV = 50%,
signifies that 50% of the beverage is ethanol.
Alcohol proof or “proof” also measures of the
percentage of ethanol in an alcoholic beverage, but
the value of the proof is twice that of ABV. Using
the example above, when ABV = 50% the proof is
100; when ABV = 25% the proof is 50.

Blood Alcohol Content (BAC)
In the United States, alcohol consumption and
intoxication is often measured through blood
alcohol content (BAC), which is calculated from
the mass of ethanol per volume of blood. To legally
drive in most states the BAC must be less than 0.08
(in Utah, less than 0.05), meaning less than 0.08

grams of ethanol per 100 milliliters of blood. (FYI
– For comparison: One small paperclip weights
about one gram and a can of soda pop contains 355
milliliters of liquid. This gives an idea of how little
ethanol is needed to cause physical and behavioral
changes.) While the BAC is a good metric to judge
intoxication, there is only an approximate
connection between number of drinks consumed
and the BAC value.
Many factors can influence an individual’s BAC
value and their physiological and behavioral
responses to alcohol. For that reason, two people
drinking the same amount of ethanol may display
different BACs as well as different behaviors.
Some elements that affect the concentration of
ethanol in the body include (note: this list is not
exhaustive):

EPIGENETIC MECHANISMS

are affected by these factors and processes:
Development (in utero, childhood)
Environmental chemicals
Drugs/Pharmaceuticals
Aging
Diet

HEALTH ENDPOINTS
Cancer
Autoimmune disease
Mental disorders
Diabetes
EPIGENETIC
FACTOR

CHROMATIN

METHYL GROUP

CHROMOSOME

DNA
DNA methylation
Methyl group (an epigenetic factor found
in some dietary sources) can tag DNA
and activate or repress genes.
GENE

HISTONE TAIL
HISTONE TAIL

DNA accessible, gene active

Histones are proteins around which
DNA can wind for compaction and
gene regulation.

HISTONE
DNA inaccessible, gene inactive

Histone modification
The binding of epigenetic factors to histone “tails”
alters the extent to which DNA is wrapped around
histones and the availability of genes in the DNA
to be activated.

Figure 3. Epigenetic mechanisms, including DNA methylation and histone modification. Notice that DNA (purple)
can only be transcribed to RNA if it is accessible, as in the right inset. DNA that is not accessible can’t be
transcribed, i.e. that wrapped tightly around the histones, left insert. Chemical modifications prompted by drugs
like ethanol, nicotine, heroin, etc. can change what part of the DNA is available for transcription. These changes
to the DNA will be preserved through replication and can be transferred to unborn children. Credit: National
Institutes of Health 32
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• “Proof” of alcohol consumed – Liquors
typically have more ethanol per volume
(higher proof) than wine or beer (lower proof).
High proof beverages will deliver more
ethanol to the body per volume consumed.
• Genetics – Certain people naturally have more
of the enzymes (e.g. alcohol dehydrogenase)
that help break down or metabolize ethanol.
Consequently, these people can more quickly
remove the ethanol from their body.
• Food consumption prior to and while drinking
– The stomach does not empty its contents
into the intestines as quickly when it contains
food that must be digested. Since ethanol is
mainly absorbed into the body via the
intestines, a delay or slowing of the stomach
emptying into the intestines will slow the
absorption of ethanol into the body.
• Percentage of fat in the body. Ethanol
molecules preferentially reside in the non-fat
areas of the body, like the blood. Therefore,
the larger the volume of the non-fat areas the
lower the concentration of ethanol and BAC.
• Size of individual. The concentration of
ethanol in the body depends on the number of
ethanol molecules relative to the volume in
which they reside. Typically, a larger body
has a larger volume in which the ethanol can

reside, but this is modified by percentage of
fat in body, etc.
At a blood alcohol content of 0.01-0.06, a person
typically experiences mild euphoria and, due to
gradually lowered inhibitions, is typically talkative
and feeling a sense of increased confidence. (See
Table 1.) Above this level of ethanol content, a
person’s judgment, reason, and memory is
progressively impaired and motor control
progressively deteriorates, ex. balance, speech,
reaction time, etc. Similarly, emotional control is
reduced and often there is an emergence of mood
swings with emotional outbursts. Above the BAC
of 0.08 it is illegal to drive in most states (Utah’s
limit is 0.05). Once a person reaches a BAC of 0.15
to 0.20, they might have major depressive effects,
severe cognitive problems, and ataxia (loss of
control of body moment). Blackouts may occur at
this level. By the time a person reaches 0.30, it is
likely that they are in a state of stupor; still
conscious, but with low responsivity to
environment. Physical sickness and vomiting is
common at this BAC. The lethal dose of alcohol
for many individuals is a BAC of 0.40, typically
due to the onset of respiratory arrest.

Table 1.
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Other Common Alcohols
Ethanol, C2H6O, is the only traditional alcohol that
can be consumed without significant negative
health effects. Methanol or wood alcohol, CH4O, is
highly toxic to humans but has a similar look, smell,
and taste to ethanol. In the past, and in some
modern unregulated situations, there have been
methanol poisonings (deaths, blindness, etc.) when
unscrupulous or uninformed brewers include this in
beverages that are marketed as traditional alcoholbased drinks.
The chemical definition of an alcohol is a molecule
that contains an –OH group (a hydrogen bonded to
an oxygen) bonded to a saturated carbon atom (a
carbon that only has single bonds). (Figure 4.)
Looking at the structure of ethanol, it should be
seen that there is an –OH group attached to a
saturated carbon. Other alcohols that are commonly
seen include (“wood alcohol,” often used as a fuel),
isopropanol (often called “rubbing alcohol” and
frequently used in sanitizers and disinfectants), and
octanol (used as a building block in perfume
manufacture). Both isopropanol and octanol have
a different odor from ethanol, so that typically
precludes any accidental ingestion of these alcohols
which could cause illness or death.

Figure 4. In the language of chemistry, the suffix –
ol signals the presence of the –OH group and the
prefixes, meth–, eth–, prop–, oct–, signals the
presence a chain of carbons of length, one, two,
three, and eight, respectively. Abbreviations
follow convention, carbon atoms (C), hydrogen
atoms (H), oxygen atoms (O), and bonds
represented by lines.
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There are other molecules that contain the alcohol
group, –OH, but are not commonly thought of in
this way. For example, another molecule in this
series, sucrose (table sugar, C12H22O11) has eight –
OH groups, however ingestion of sucrose does not
result in the same psychoactive and behavioral
effects as ethanol. This is because sucrose and
other molecules with the alcohol group (ex. many
of the molecules that are considered proteins,
carbohydrates, etc.) do not interact with the brain
and body in the same way as ethanol. That is,
sucrose and the other molecules with alcohol
groups do not interact with the same receptors as
ethanol, and that is due to differences in shape and
structure.

Fermentation – Reasons Why Yeast Produce ATP
and Ethanol?
As noted previously, ethanol is a product of
fermentation, a natural process by which yeast
chemically break apart sugars to produce molecules
of ATP and ethanol under anaerobic conditions. 11
Yeast commonly live in areas that are populated by
other microorganisms, and it is hypothesized that
yeast can outcompete and outlive its neighboring
microorganisms by quickly converting sugar, a
main microorganism food stuff, to ATP, a molecule
that allows energy to be stored for later use. Most
microorganisms that live on/in foods such as grapes
can use sugars for energy, but few can convert the
sugar into the energy storage molecule ATP. The
ethanol produced as a byproduct of this reaction
may also be helpful to the yeast as it may be toxic
to other organisms in the yeast’s environment.
Thus, this fast, anaerobic fermentation process may
allow yeast to outcompete their neighbors for the
available energy source, sugar, and in the process
may poison the neighbors with the ethanol
byproduct.
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Increasing Ethanol Concentration – Distillation
(Distillation is a commonly used technique in many
chemical laboratories, albeit for separating
molecules other than ethanol and water.)
While yeast are the agents of fermentation, at high
levels of ethanol (ex. above 15% alcohol by
volume, or 30 proof) most yeast will die. Thus, to
achieve concentrations of ethanol that are greater
than this, as in many spirits, like gin, rum, etc., the
distillation technique must be used. Distillation
uses evaporation and condensation to separate
different molecules based on their boiling points,
ex. the ethanol from the water-based solution.
Since the ethanol mixture produced by yeast
includes a considerable amount of water, the
distillation process will separate and capture the
ethanol from most of the water, and consequently
the concentration of ethanol by volume will be
increased (i.e. ABV and the proof is increased).
Distillation operates off the principle that ethanol
boils at a lower temperature than water (173°F vs
212°F or 78°C vs 100°C), thus it is possible to find
a temperature where the ethanol will preferentially
boil but the water will not. Using distillation
apparatus, the boiled ethanol which is in vapor
form, can then be captured and cooled, and this
leads to a condensed liquid that has a higher
concentration of ethanol compared to the original
solution produced by the yeast.
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Ethanol – Reading and Questions

The preliminary readings are designed to give the students a short informative introduction to ethanol (in
consumable alcohol). The first reading examines the interaction and effects of ethanol in the body and
brain. The second reading also includes information about what constitutes a “drink,” ways to say no to a
drink, etc. (Discussion questions follow each reading.) Overall, these readings should help students
comprehend how ethanol works in the body and outlines the potentially dangerous effects of alcohol.
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In the Zone – Ethanol & Alcohol
adapted from http://www.intheknowzone.com/substance-abuse-topics/alcohol/chemistry-of-alcohol.html
The Chemistry of Alcohol in the Body
Alcohol is absorbed directly into the bloodstream
through the lining of the mouth and the tissue that
lines the stomach and small intestine. Food, water,
and fruit juice help to slow this absorption.
Carbonated beverages speed the absorption of
alcohol, which means that the drinker feels the
effects sooner.
Once alcohol (or ethanol, the chemical in alcoholic
beverages that causes the effects in the body) is in
your bloodstream, it is carried to the brain and all
the organs of your body within 90 seconds. The
effects of alcohol vary according to the individual’s
sex, body size, amount of body fat, the amount of
alcohol consumed, the situation, and the amount of
food in the stomach.
Ten percent of the alcohol consumed is eliminated
through sweat, breath, and urine. The liver begins
working immediately to counteract the remaining
toxic effects of alcohol. On average, the liver
metabolizes, or breaks down, alcohol/ethanol at a
rate of ½ ounce per hour ( ½ ounce equals 14 grams
liquid.) A "standard" drink contains 12 grams of
ethanol. That means the average person can
metabolize about one standard drink per hour.
However, some people’s livers metabolize alcohol
more slowly.
When the amount of alcohol consumed exceeds the
liver’s ability to break down the alcohol, the
concentration of alcohol in the bloodstream (the
proportion of alcohol to blood in the body)
increases. Increased blood alcohol concentrations
(higher proportions of alcohol to blood) impair
thought processes and coordination, and slows
essential body functions such as breathing.
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Excessive blood alcohol concentration can lead to
coma or possibly death.
Nothing will speed the rate at which the liver is able
to process alcohol. Only the passage of time -- at
least one hour per drink consumed -- will make a
drunk person sober.
The Chemistry of Alcohol in the Brain
Neurons are cells in the brain that control most of
the important functions a person does every day,
from thinking, to moving, to breathing. The actions
of the neurons, and thus the control of the body, is
governed by the chemicals that shuttle messages
between the neurons and other body cells. Ethanol
is a chemical that can interact with your neurons
and interfere with the normal chemical messages
that should be passed from cell to cell.
When a person drinks alcoholic beverages, the
ethanol molecules consumed will act as a
depressant on the body, which means it slows down
the brain and body. Ethanol mainly accomplishes
this by interfering with two chemicals, glutamate
and GABA, that shuttle messages through the brain.
The chemical called glutamate is naturally found in
the body and usually excites activity in the brain,
however ethanol limits the ability of glutamate to
do its job. The chemical GABA is also naturally
found in the body, and its normal duty is to slow
down certain activities in the brain – but ethanol
prompts GABA to work overtime slowing things
down. It is the combination of these actions that
allow ethanol to act as a depressant, and if a person
drinks too many alcoholic beverages the messages
in the brain can be slowed so much that breathing
stops and the person can die.
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Questions from the reading “In the zone”:
1. What can delay the absorption of alcohol?
Food, water, and fruit juices.

2. What speeds up the absorption of alcohol?
Carbonated beverages.

3. How long does it take for alcohol to be distributed throughout your body to your organs?
It takes approximately 90 seconds for alcohol to distribute throughout the body after absorption into
the bloodstream.

4. What factors can determine the different effects of alcohol?
Sex, size, body fat, amount of alcohol consumed, the amount of food in the stomach, and the situation
in which the alcohol is consumed.

5. How does alcohol leave the body?
Sweat, urine, and breath.

6. How quickly does the average person break down one alcoholic drink? Is this pace the same for
everybody?
An average person can break down one standard drink per hour, but this process happens more slowly
in some people.

7. Alcohol is a depressant. What are the effects of a depressant on the brain and body? Which
neurotransmitters does alcohol affect to cause these effects?
A depressant slows down the body and brain. Alcohol works as a depressant by interacting with
neurotransmitters, or chemical messengers that communicate signals in the brain. Alcohol blocks
glutamate, a neurotransmitter that excites activity in the brain, and increases GABA, a neurotransmitter
that inhibits activity in the brain.
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Ethanol & Alcohol
What is alcohol and why is it considered a drug?
Alcohol is a drug because it contains a chemical called ethanol which has an affect on the body. There
are different kinds of alcoholic beverages such as beer, wine, whiskey, etc. Ethanol is produced by
fermenting different food items (ex. grapes, grains, potatoes, etc.) with yeast and water. The food item used
and the way the fermentation is done determines what kind of alcoholic beverage is being made:
●
●
●
●
●

Grains makes whisky and beer.
Potatoes make vodka
Grapes make wine and brandy.
Honey makes mead.
Sugar makes rum.

What effects does ethanol (in consumable alcohol) have on a person’s behavior?
1. A small amount of alcohol can make a person feel relaxed.
2. With more alcohol, people cannot control their behavior (they may do silly things, be violent, or be
both). A person’s movements are clumsy and uncoordinated. This is known as a loss of emotional
control and motor control, respectively.
What happens to ethanol as it travels in the body?
1. The contents of an alcoholic beverage, including ethanol, travel from the mouth to the stomach and
then to the small intestine.
2. The ethanol molecule gains access to the blood stream by passing through the walls of the stomach
and small intestine, and then through the walls of the blood vessels.
3. The blood takes the ethanol to all parts of the body, but two of the most important areas are the brain
and the liver.
4. In the brain the ethanol interacts with the nerve cells where can have a variety of effects (difficulties
controlling behavior and movement, etc.), and most are cause by slowing down the messages in the
brain. Alcohol is a considered to be a depressant drug.
5. As the ethanol molecule passes through the liver it is broken apart and new molecules are formed.
One of these chemicals is called acetaldehyde and it is toxic to the body. That is why some people
vomit, have headaches, and feel sick (have a “hang over”) after drinking.
There will be more molecules of the toxic acetaldehyde produced if a person drinks a lot of alcoholic
beverages. Typically, a person that drinks more alcohol feels sicker that someone that drinks less.
6.

The effects of the hang over continue until the body does another chemical reaction to convert
acetaldehyde to other chemicals that are less harmful to the body. But this can take many hours if a
person has drank a lot of alcohol.
7. Most of these chemical reactions occur in the liver. The liver, however, was not designed to handle
removing large amounts of ethanol from the body on a regular basis. If it must do so, it can become
damaged to the point that it will no longer function. At this point a person will die unless they can
have a liver transplant.
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Why young people drink alcohol
Many of the ads about alcohol show people having fun, surrounded by friends, and give the message that
drinking alcohol is super cool. Similarly, many kids see parents, adults and older friends drinking alcohol
as a social thing. It is not surprising that some kids think that drinking alcohol is cool, makes them seem
more grown up and is the 'thing to do'. Other kids may think it is daring to try alcohol and others may feel
that they want to be part of the group who are trying alcohol.
The Law in the United States says that people under 21 cannot buy alcohol, be served alcohol, possess
alcohol, or be given alcohol in any public place and there are good reasons for this.
•

•

•
•

A young person's body is not as developed as an adult’s body, and because of this cannot cope as well
with the effects of the ethanol in alcoholic beverages. This may lead to unsafe behaviors and damage
to the body.
Too much alcohol will severely harm or kill a person. Because a young person’s body is less
developed, it typically takes less alcohol to cause harm. Many children have had to go to hospital with
alcohol poisoning after they have gone around the house after an adult's party, and 'finished' all the
drinks that have been left where they can reach them.
If kids start drinking alcohol when they are young or when they are teenagers, they are more likely to
drink too much alcohol when they are older.
Alcohol can affect the way the brain develops and grows.

What is a “drink”
A standard drink has 14 grams of alcohol in it. The actual size of a standard drink depends on what the
drink is.
•
•
•

Spirits, like whisky or vodka, have a lot of alcohol concentrated in a small amount so a standard drink
is small, about 1.5 oz. (Many spirits are about 40% ethanol, but some are higher.)
Wine, which is typically 12% alcohol, has about 14 grams of alcohol in 5 oz.
A light beer (about 5% alcohol) has about 14 grams of alcohol in 12 oz.

Keep yourself safe
You can do this by not drinking and by not getting into a car with a driver that has been drinking.
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Learn how to say “no” to drinking alcohol by trying these ideas:
●

being assertive and saying 'no - I don't drink alcohol'.
thinking of reasons like "I don't like the taste, or "I've got to go home/out/shopping now."
● asking for a soft drink or saying that you are not thirsty
● suggesting that you do something else like watch a movie, or go for a bike ride
● calling a parent or caregiver to come and get you, or going home if you live nearby
●

It is important that you keep yourself safe from the effects of adults' drinking.
●

Get away from someone who has drunk too much.
Stay close to an adult who you trust if there is alcohol around.
● Get help if you feel in danger from someone who has drunk too much at home.
●

If someone close to you is drinking too much alcohol and making you feel unsafe, then talk to one of your
trusted adults about it. Remember that your trusted adults may include your mom, dad, grandparents, friends
of the family, your teacher or student counsellor.
You have the right to feel safe at all times.
If you are worried about yourself, or a person in your life,
you can call the Al-Anon/Alateen Hotline: 888-425-2666. (https://al-anon.org/)

Adapted from: www.cyh.com/HealthTopics/HealthTopicDetailsKids.aspx?p=335&np=285&id=1507
Adapted from: www.niaaa.nih.gov/alcohol-health/overview-alcohol-consumption/what-standard-drink
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Questions from the reading:
1. What is the scientific name for alcohol that people drink?
Ethanol.
2. What happens when people consume a small amount of alcohol? How about a large amount?
A small amount can make a person feel relaxed. Higher amounts of alcohol can cause people to
lose control of their behavior and become clumsy, uncoordinated, and even violent.
3. How is alcohol absorbed?
Alcohol is swallowed in the mouth, and then travels to the stomach and small intestines where it
is absorbed into the bloodstream.
4. What is the drinking age in the United States?
21
5. Do all drinks have the same amount of alcohol? If not, how do different drinks differ?
Not all drinks have the same amount. Hard liquor, or spirits (such as whiskey and vodka) have
significantly more alcohol. Wine has less alcohol than hard liquor, but more than beer. All labels
have the amount of alcohol the drink has in it.
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Ethanol – Video Questions
This video is designed to be a short informative introduction to ethanol. It introduces many of the topics
discussed in the lesson plan and they should be complementary. The video should be followed by a time
to discuss alcohol use and prepare students for the classroom lesson.
The video is approximately 5 minutes long and can be found at:
https://digital.kenyon.edu/celchem401video/

Discussion ideas for the ethanol educational video:
1. Discuss and explain the effects of alcohol from a scientific perspective and avoid using scare tactics.
This will allow students to better understand why alcohol could be harmful to their bodies. For
example, in the video the professor/scientist explains what molecule is present in alcoholic drinks and
what happens to the body as Alex consumes more alcohol. Moreover, the scientist uses the molecular
size of ethanol to explain how the molecule interacts with the body. The professor/scientist avoids
saying things like “you should not drink alcohol”, or “Alcohol is bad for you”, or “Alcohol is going
to make you sick”. Instead of telling students these things, they should use the information provided
in the video to come to this conclusion themselves.
2. Discuss what the BAC is, and how it varies based on genetics, age and size of an individual.
3. Discuss the different types of alcohol and the potency of each.
4. Explain how the BAC is also impacted by the amount of alcohol consumed and the frequency at which
it is consumed. Moreover, emphasize that different drinks contain different concentration of alcohol.
5. Discuss how long it takes for BAC to go down.
6. Discuss Alex’s actions in relation to the increase in BAC.
7. Discuss what type of chemicals are formed as our body breaks down ethanol and the negative
downstream consequences of these chemicals.
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Classroom Activities:

Objective 1:
The products in which ethanol is found and how it enters the body.
Learning Goals:
• Learn that ethanol is found in all types of alcoholic beverages, including beer, wine and spirits
• Understand how ethanol enters the body after drinking alcoholic beverages (mainly absorbed into the
body from the intestines, but also some absorption from the stomach)

Classroom Discussion and Activity 1 – Using Ethanol Product Images:
Materials:
• Images of ethanol containing products, ex. beer, wine, and spirits. A hardcopy version (11x17 paper)
can be found in the provided toolkit, and a PowerPoint version of images can be found with the
supplemental information at digital.kenyon.edu/celchem401ethanol.

1.1

Ask students about their knowledge of where ethanol is found, what products contain ethanol, etc.

If students know about ethanol and the products that contain it:
• Ask students to name different products they know contain ethanol. Use the ethanol product images
to help students with less knowledge become familiar with the look of the product.
• Use the ethanol product images to introduce common products the class did not name and ask the
students if they know what it is, and if ethanol is contained in it.
• Note some products with ethanol look similar to those without (ex. hard lemonade) and vice versa, so
it is important to look at the labels.
If students do not know about ethanol and the products that contain it:
• Mention that ethanol is commonly associated with alcoholic beverages. Show each of the ethanol
product images and ask the students if they know what it is and if ethanol is expected to be contained
in it.
• Note some products with ethanol look similar to those without (ex. hard lemonade) and vice versa, so
it is important to read the labels.

1.2
Ask students if they know what effects ethanol has on the body and if they know particular reasons
why people might consume (or avoid consuming) ethanol.
In brief (slightly expanded explanations are found in the Background Information)
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Some people will drink alcoholic beverages to feel more relaxed or more social. As noted on the Blood
Alcohol Content (BAC) chart (Table 1), at low BAC levels, ethanol acting on the brain will reduce
inhibitions and for many people that eases small talk or talk with strangers. Ethanol also slows or reduces
neuron-neuron communication and that can reduce thoughts associated with anxiety. However, as levels
of ethanol increase in the body, the drug’s effects continue to increase and can quickly can become very
detrimental to health.
In addition, younger users may start and continue use because of social pressures, ex. independence from
parents, acceptance by peers, or simply from boredom or curiosity. Many adult alcohol consumers start
in their adolescence.
Some people will avoid consuming such products so they don’t lose control of their feelings, thoughts,
and motor coordination. Additionally, many people feel groggy or sick after ingesting alcohol. This is
often due to some ethanol molecules or its metabolites (like acetaldehyde) remaining in the body.

1.3
Ask students if they know about other types of alcohol and why they are used, ex. methanol,
isopropyl (rubbing) alcohol, etc.
In brief (slightly expanded explanations are found in the Background Information)
Ethanol, C2H6O, is the only alcohol that can be consumed without significant short-term negative health
effects.
Methanol or wood alcohol, CH4O, is highly toxic to humans but has a similar look, smell, and taste to
ethanol. In the past, and in some present unregulated situations, there have been methanol poisonings
(deaths, blindness, etc.) when unscrupulous or uninformed brewers include this in beverages that are
marketed as traditional alcohol-based drinks
Isopropanol or rubbing alcohol, C3H8O, is commonly used as a sanitizer (ex. in hand sanitizer) and in
disinfectant products. Octanol is most known for its use in gasoline. Both isopropanol and octanol
have a different odor from ethanol, so that should preclude any drinking “mix up” which could cause
illness or death.
1.4

Ask students if they know who is able to legally consume alcohol?

People over the age of 21.
Note the discussion and objectives in this model will circle back to why there is an age limit. In general,
consumption of ethanol is particularly harmful to brain and body development, thus younger people are
more likely to be harmed, or more seriously harmed than adults, who have fully developed brains and
bodies. (The brain continues to develop until about the age of 25.)
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Objective 2:
Understanding the ethanol molecule
Learning Goals:
• Understand the connection between the molecular formula of ethanol, C2H6O, and the atoms
represented in the ethanol model.
• Understand the spatial arrangement of the atoms in ethanol by examination of the model.
• Understand the “flexibility” of the ethanol molecule by trying to rotate and bend the model.
• If class has examined other molecules, understand the size and shape of ethanol relative to the other
molecules.

Classroom Activity 2.1 – Using Model of Ethanol Molecule :
Materials:
• Models of an ethanol molecule. This model can be found in the provided toolkit. (Any chemical
model building kit can but used, but the components for these models were purchased from Maruzen’s
HGS shop. 30)
• Worksheet for recording observations can be found at the end of this narrative.
Details:

a)

2.1
Introduction of the model and connection to molecular formula of
ethanol, C2H6O. (See Figure 5)
a. Ball and stick model: Review what each color ball represents (Black =
Carbon, Red = Oxygen, Light Grey = Hydrogen).
b. Count the number of carbon atoms (black spheres). There should be two
carbons (C).
c. Count the number of hydrogen atoms (light grey spheres). There should be
six hydrogens (H).
d. Count the number of oxygen atoms (red spheres). There should be one
oxygen (O).
e. What is the molecular formula for ethanol.
Examining the answers about the atom counts above, the formula is shown
to be C2H6O, where the subscripts record the number of each type of atom.
Each atom type is abbreviated, carbon = C, hydrogen = H, oxygen = O.
(While there is a conventional way to order the atoms types, ex. C followed
by H, etc., changes in this order does not hinder the chemical understanding.)
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b)

Figure 5. Ethanol molecule
illustrated by two models.
Both models are in a similar
orientation. (a) Ball and
stick model. carbon atoms
= black; oxygen atoms =
red; hydrogen atoms = light
grey.
(b) Abbreviations follow
convention, carbon atoms
(C), hydrogen atoms (H),
and bonds represented by
lines.
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2.2 Examine the ethanol molecule more specifically with respect to shape, size, and flexibility.
a. Are there certain types of bonds that will rotate and others that will not??
• Of the points mentioned below, ethanol only contains single bonds (top point). Information about
other types of bonds and rings will be discussed in case students are comparing ethanol with a
molecule that has these features.
• Single bonds allow free rotation around the bond. An example is
seen in Figure 6. Looking at figure 5b, free rotation also occurs
with each bond that correspond to single lines and is not part of a
ring system.
Students should twist the molecules to see how they can move. In
Figure 6. Illustration of single
some molecules these rotations can significantly change the shape
bond rotation in sucrose.
of the molecule, and in many cases, only a subset of those shapes (Yellow
curved
arrow.)
will fit and interact well with the receptor.
Double and triple bonds cannot
This free rotation is due to the bonding electrons staying close to do this, nor can bonds that are
the internuclear axis. (ex. the stick representing the bond is the
internuclear axis.)
• Double bonds and triple bonds do not allow free rotation. These are represented by double or triple
lines respectively. None are found in ethanol, but when present in other chemicals these areas of
the molecule are fixed with respect to their shape. Students should be able to “feel” this rigidity
when handling the models.
The lack of free rotation is due to the 2nd and 3rd set of bonding electrons moving in areas that are
located off of the internuclear axis.
• Rings will limit the flexibility of the molecule in the region of the ring.
• Scientists working to design drugs to interact with a certain receptor will take these ideas into
account because molecular shape and flexibility often plays a role in the effectiveness of a
medication. For example, the chemical naloxone, sold as Narcan, block opioids from binding with
the opioid receptor. The chemical structure of naloxone and morphine are similar, thus fit into the
binding pocket of the receptor in a similar way.
b. Are there “rings” present? If yes, are they flexible and able to bend a little “convex” and “concave”
or are they rigid and have little flexibility?
• No rings are present in ethanol
c. Optional: Compare the ethanol molecule to one of the other molecules studied. Find similarities and
differences.
It would be ideal to have examined sucrose (table sugar, C12H22O11), the first module in this series
which was used to set up the idea of a drug binding with a receptor. A physical comparison of the
model of ethanol to the model of sucrose, or any other molecule in this series, will show that ethanol
is quite a small molecule. (Water, H2O, is smaller than ethanol however.)
Sucrose also has a more complex array of bonds and rings than ethanol. All of ethanol’s bonds are
single and allow for free rotation, whereas sucrose has rings that reduce its ability to move freely.
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Notice that sucrose also has –OH groups attached to some of its carbons. That means that sucrose also
has some “alcohol groups” associated with it, however ingestion of sucrose does not give the same
psychological (ex. “buzz”) and behavioral effects as ethanol. This is because sucrose and other
molecules with an alcohol group, like many proteins, carbohydrates, etc., do not interact with the same
receptors as ethanol, and this is due to differences in shape and structure.

d. Optional: Typical number of bonds from each atom type.
If you look at a number of molecules (like ethanol, sucrose, and others in this series of lessons),
patterns in bonding should start to emerge. For the younger/newer chemist it can be empowering to
recognize these patterns, and it helps to predict whether the molecular model being examined is
reasonably assembled. These patterns are the result of deeper chemical concepts that would be
examined in a general chemistry course.
• How many bonds (sticks between spheres) are associated with each carbon atom (black spheres).
There should be four bonds (sticks) from each carbon atom. This is the normal number of bonds
associated with carbon.
• How many bonds (sticks between spheres) are associated with each hydrogen atom (light grey
spheres).
There should be one bond (stick) from each hydrogen atom. This is the normal number of bonds
associated with hydrogen.
• How many bonds (sticks between spheres) are associated with each oxygen atom (red spheres).
There should be two bonds (sticks) from each oxygen atom. This is the normal number of bonds
associated with oxygen. Oxygen is also found with three and one bonds, but this is less common.

Objective 3:
How ethanol interacts with the body.
Learning Goals:
• Understand that ethanol interacts with a number of different receptors in the body. Much of this
indiscriminate behavior is traced to the small size of the molecule, this allows it to find alternative
binding sites on the receptor.

Classroom Discussion and Activity 3.1 – Review of Receptors and Chemical–Receptor Binding
Materials for Activity:
• Baseball Glove
• Baseball
• Frisbee or other object that can’t easily be caught by baseball glove
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The receptor concept was initially introduced in the sucrose (table sugar) module found at
digital.kenyon.edu/celchem401sucrose. If the students need review, activities from that module could
be helpful.
Review of basic idea and activity from sucrose module:
Receptors are large protein molecules in the body (often found in cell membranes) that can “catch” or
chemically interact with caffeine, adenosine or other molecules that can move through the body. (Figure
7.) In many cases the receptor shows a distinct preference for certain molecules based on molecular
shape and the charges present on the molecule.

Figure 7. Illustration of chemical-receptor binding using baseball glove and baseball. To bind
and potentially cause downstream effects in the body, the chemical must properly fit in the
receptor’s binding pocket, i.e. the chemical and the binding pocket must have complimentary
shapes. They must also have some degree of charge complementarity.

In the sucrose module, an activity with a baseball glove (representing a receptor) and a variety of ball
types (representing different chemical molecules, ex. drugs) helped to illustrate the concept. For
example, most receptors can only “catch” or bind with a limited number of chemical molecules, and the
shape of the molecule is important in this interaction. To illustrate the importance of molecular shape,
it can be demonstrated that a baseball glove can easily “catch” or “receive” a baseball (ex. of a drug and
receptor with complementary shapes), but it is more difficult/impossible to catch a basketball or frisbee
with the baseball glove (ex. representing a drug with a shape that is not complementary to the receptor’s
binding pocket).
Classroom Activity 3.2 – Chemical–Receptor Binding with Ethanol – Binding to Multiple Receptors
Materials for Activity 3.2:
• At least four different types of gloves or mittens, ideally one for each student. For example, baseball
glove, knit gloves of different colors, mitten, ski glove, plastic dishwashing glove, etc. Multiple
students can have the same type of glove.
• Small objects (ex. crumpled paper balls) that can fit in all the gloves
Details
a. Hand out one glove/mitten to each student in the class or to representatives of the class. Discuss how
gloves are comparable to receptors.
b. Receptors catch molecules much like a baseball glove can catch a baseball. See previous section for
quick review or sucrose module for deeper explanation
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c. Show small crumpled paper ball and note that these represent ethanol molecules.
d. Drop crumpled paper balls (ethanol molecules) over the students gloved hands (each different style of
glove acting as a different type of receptor). Ideally, most or all students will catch (or pick up) the
ethanol with their receptor (gloved hand).
e. This exercise illustrates what happens in the human body. As ethanol is consumed and enters the body
it can bind to many different types of receptors, which is similar to the small paper ball being caught
by a variety of different glove types.

Objective 4:
Some long-term and short-term effects of using ethanol-containing products
Learning Goals:
• Learn that when ethanol binds to receptors in the body, it starts a cascade of events that impairs
cognitive (thought) and motor (movement) control.
• Learn that certain drug interactions in the body can cause more damage to a developing brain than a
mature brain. This should translate into a general understanding of why the drinking age is 21.

Classroom Activity 4.1 – How different amounts of alcohol can affect the body and brain:
Materials for Activity:
• Something to juggle (ex 3-5 white board markers, tennis balls, ping pong balls, etc.)
• No juggling ability required, and in fact, little/no experience preferred!
The process of juggling is presented as a way to visualize the effects of increasing amounts of ethanol on
cognitive (thought) and motor (movement) processes. Each item to juggle can be thought of as one drink
or some increment of ethanol consumption.
Ultimately, this activity should stimulate discussion about how an increase in ethanol consumption can
increase the impairment in cognitive ability and motor skills. Although the exact effect at any point will
be dependent on age, size, sex, genetic makeup, etc., for each person the negative effects will always
escalate with an increased intake of ethanol.
a. Before starting the juggling task, ask the presenter to do relatively simple cognitive task like quickly
spell a simple word like carbon. This will represent a “sober baseline” for the presenter’s cognitive
abilities.
b. One object juggling. (Analogous to consumption of one alcoholic beverage or one increment of the
beverage) –
Even without juggling experience the presenter can likely toss one object back and forth between their
two hands. This symbolizes the ability for many people to handle a single drink consumed in a
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reasonable time frame. Of course, not all people will be able to handle one drink with little effect –
particularly children – and this is this is based on characteristics like age, size, sex, genetics, etc.
A partner asks the juggler to repeat the simple cognitive action, ex. spell a simple word like carbon.
Even without juggling experience, the spelling should happen fairly rapidly, but often not quite as
quickly as when not juggling, i.e. at the sober baseline.
The juggling and spelling help visually indicate that motor and cognitive control are still functioning
relatively well, but not as good as the sober baseline.
c. Add a second object to the juggling. (Analogous to consumption of two alcoholic beverages or an
additional increment of the beverage) –
The presenter (without juggling experience) can likely toss two objects back and forth between two
hands but will have some difficulty. For many non-jugglers, the addition of the second object often
causes one object to be dropped or the motion to be look awkward. This can depict the deleterious
effect of ethanol on motor coordination and symbolizes the growing difficulty for many people to
handle a two drinks in a short time period.
Once again, a partner asks the juggler to repeat the cognitive action, ex. spell a simple word like
carbon. For many people without juggling experience the spelling is slower, representing the decline
in cognitive abilities as the amount of ethanol in the body increases.
The juggling and spelling help visually indicate that motor and cognitive control are still functioning
but difficulties are arising.

d. Add another object. (Analogous to consumption of an additional alcoholic beverage or increment of
the beverage) –
Continue to discuss ideas as in part 2a, b, c above. If not a good juggler, three objects generally can
convey the idea of the very negative effects of ethanol on the cognitive and motor processes, i.e.
difficulties in spelling and numerous drops of the objects being juggled.
e. If no deterioration in cognitive and motor processes, then keep adding objects to the juggler until this
is seen.
f. If a good juggler is involved, then it is likely that more objects will be needed to reach the point of
where deterioration in cognitive and motor skills can be seen. This would be akin to someone with
tolerance to alcohol (a skilled juggler) compared to a drinker with low/no tolerance (an unskilled
juggler), or a very large person (skilled juggler) consuming alcohol versus a very small person
(unskilled juggler), etc.
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Classroom Activity 4.2 – How ethanol can have differing effects on developing and mature brains:
Materials for Activity:
One for each group of students:
• One hard-boiled egg in a sealed transparent plastic bag (ex. baggy) labeled “adult brain” (or “mature
brain”, etc.)
• One raw egg in a sealed transparent plastic bag (ex. baggy) labeled “adolescent brain” (or “developing
brain”, etc.)
The brain is actively developing during the early years of life, including the teenage years, and continues
into the twenties. 31 During the development phase the brain is particularly sensitive and the consumption
of alcohol can impair its proper development. Fully and properly
developed brains are less likely to be severely damaged by a similar intake
of alcohol. This is similar to the fragility of an archway or a bridge while
it is under construction. (Figure 8) Once the keystone or the final pieces
are installed, the object is relatively strong – however not totally resistant
to damage.
This activity will use raw eggs to represent still-developing adolescent
brains that are more fragile than adult brains. The hard boiled eggs will
represent adult, well-formed brains.

Figure 8. The archway is not
self-supporting until the central
keystone is laid.

a. Give each small group of students a sealed bag with an “adult brain” (hard-boiled egg) and a sealed
bag with an “adolescent brain” (raw egg)
b. Drop each egg (in bag) from the same height, ex. 2-3 feet.
c. After the drop, examine how the eggs are damaged. Have the students discuss if one is more damaged
than the other.
From a drop distance of a few feet, the fragile raw egg usually breaks such that it loses its shape.
In contrast, the stronger, hard-boiled egg usually suffers minor damage, a cracked shell and some
denting.
d. Nervous system analogy: When the brain is developing it is fragile and susceptible to negative
developmental effects from ethanol consumption. However, once the brain is fully developed it is less
susceptible to the negative effects of ethanol. That said, the adult brain is still vulnerable to the
negative effects from the consumption of alcohol or other drugs.
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Ethanol (in consumable alcohol) Worksheet
1. Write the name of the molecule your team is investigating:
2. List the elements found in your molecule:
Element Name

Element Symbol

Color of Element
in Plastic Model

3. What is the molecular formula of your molecule?

4. Does your molecule naturally occur in the body (is it made in the body) or come from somewhere outside
the body? (Circle response and answer corresponding question – skip the other question)
Made in body (answer question a)

Not made in body (answer question b)

a. If your molecule is made in the body: Why does the body make this molecule and what effect does it
have in the brain (how does it make you feel)?

b. If your molecule is not made in the body: How does your molecule enter our body and what effect does
it have in the brain (how does it make you feel)?

5. How does your molecule interact with the brain? How does your brain’s signal then make you feel?
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Ethanol (in consumable alcohol) Worksheet with Answers
1. Write the name of the molecule your team is investigating:

Ethanol

2. List the elements found in your molecule:
Element Name

Element
Symbol

Color of Element
in Plastic Model

Number of These Atoms
in Molecule

Carbon

C

Black

2

Hydrogen

H

Light grey

6

Oxygen

O

Red

1

3. What is the molecular formula of your molecule?
Ethanol

C2H6O

------- no worries about order of elements

4. Does your molecule naturally occur in the body (is it made in the body) or come from somewhere outside
the body? (Circle response and answer corresponding question – skip the other question)
Ethanol -- not made in body, comes from outside sources (answer question b)
a. If your molecule is made in the body: Why does the body make this molecule and what effect does it
have in the brain (how does it make you feel)?
NA
b. If your molecule is not made in the body: How does your molecule enter our body and what effect does
it have in the brain (how does it make you feel)?
Ethanol typically enters body through the intestines after drinking alcoholic beverages
Some users say ethanol improves mood, reduces inhibition, etc., but any “positive” results are usually
overwhelmed by negative results with continued ingestion of ethanol over a short period of time.
Over the short-term, moderate consumption of ethanol causes some loss of cognitive abilities and motor
control. This gets more severe with quantity consumed, and at high quantities death occurs
Over the long-term ethanol consumption can cause cancer and changes to DNA (potentially detrimental)
that can be passed to unborn children
5. How do the molecule interact with the brain? How does your brain’s signal then make you feel?
Because of its small size ethanol can interact with many different types of receptors, including GABA,
NMDA, serotonin, opioid, etc.
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Appendix A - Translating Bond-Line Structures ( also known as Skeletal or Stick Structures)
A bond-line structure is a short-hand way to quickly and efficiently convey the chemical structure of a
molecule. This structure removes the explicit representation of many carbon (C) and hydrogen (H) atoms,
thus the underlying structure of the molecule is often more easily visualized. Ultimately, this abbreviation
allows for a less complicated looking structure and with practice makes comparison of the molecule’s
structure more straightforward.
For the molecules explored in these modules, there are four rules that will allow the translation of the bondline structure to the more detailed structure that indicates the location of each atom.
Bond -Line Structure Rules:
1. LINES = bonds between atoms
2. ENDS of lines & VERTICES of lines = Carbon atoms
3. Every C atom always has 4 bonds. If 4 bonds are not explicitly shown, then the missing
(invisible) bonds are to Hydrogen atoms
4. All other atoms will be explicitly shown
The rules of the abbreviation results from common patterns seen in many molecules, particularly that carbon
atoms (C) tend to form the skeleton of the structure, and these carbon atoms are almost always found with
four bonds. It is for that reason, the location of carbons atoms with four bonds are abbreviated as the “end”
and “vertex” of every line (rule 2) - with each line segment representing a bond (rule 1). Rule 3 stems from
the fact that the only carbon atoms that are abbreviated have found bonds, and that many of those bonds
connect to hydrogen atoms.
This first set of molecules are intended as an introduction or practice set if this notation is unfamiliar. The
molecules used in the sucrose, caffeine, ethanol, and nicotine modules are found on the following pages.
Five example molecules. The bond line representation of chemical structure is on the left and the explicit
representation on the right. The carbon (C)atoms that follow rule two are shown in red on the right and the
hydrogen (H) atoms that follow rule 3 are blue. The same color scheme is employed on all the structures
in this appendix.
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Sucrose Module Structures of Interest:
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Caffeine Module Structures of Interest:

Ethanol Module Structures of Interest:

Nicotine Module Structures of Interest:
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